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HAND-HELD DEVICES: SEASUCKER WILL TAKE IT FROM HERE 
 
 

Whether aboard a powerboat, sailboat, SUP or kayak, portable 

electronics are everywhere on the water. But tablets, cell phones, GoPros, 

MP3 players, fishfinders and GPS units can only be held in the hand for so 

long. The versatile SeaSucker Naked Flex Mount tames all these accessories. 

It securely attaches to almost any surface—without drilling—and safely 

holds small devices at the perfect viewing angle. 

Made in the USA, the innovative Naked Flex Mount consists of a pair 

of powerful 4.5" SeaSucker Vacuum Mounts connected to a sturdy 7" flexible 

gooseneck arm. Built rugged for a marine environment, the non-marking 

rubber is UV-stabilized for five years and only 316 stainless steel hardware 

is used for maximum durability. 

Unlike suction cups that need to be crushed into the device to seal 

and then begin to leak almost immediately, SeaSucker vacuum mounts are 

superior. Each holds an astounding 120 lbs., even underwater. Pumping the 

integrated button enables the flexible rubber to grab any clean, non-porous 

surface—even curved, textured and non-skid gelcoat. An orange power 

indicator displays when more pumps are needed. 

Using the Naked Flex Mount couldn't be easier or faster. One vacuum 

mount is attached to a device that's wider than 4.5", such as a tablet or 

GPS. It's universal, so additional brackets or holders aren't needed. Then, 

the other vacuum mount is attached to the boat. 
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Removing a SeaSucker vacuum mount simply requires lifting a tab and 

breaking the seal. It can be then be moved as needed, often out of the sun 

or rain, in contrast to permanently installed electronic holders. A video is at 

bit.ly/2t69YYr. 

Back on dry land, its uses are endless. Cars, kitchen, workshop, the 

back of an airplane seat—there's no limit to where the Naked Flex Mount 

can be employed. Available in white or black, it comes with a convenient 

zippered travel case. 

Offering a truly modular solution, the Naked Flex Mount converts to a 

cell phone holder with the Flex-X Phone Adapter. Its frame expands to fit 

virtually any size device. The GoPro Adapter is perfect for capturing life 's 

adventures. Made from sturdy, black aluminum, it connects to a HERO or 

VIRB camera. Both adapters easily thread onto the Naked Flex Mount in 

seconds, after a vacuum mount is removed. 

The SeaSucker Naked Flex Mount sells for $105; Flex-X Phone 

Adapter, $35; and GoPro Adapter, $10. 

If there's a surface and something to hold, SeaSucker has a solution. 

It manufactures a full range of innovative vacuum-mounted boating 

accessories, including grab handles, cup holders, tables and shelves, rod 

holders, dry boxes and electronics holders. 

Contact SeaSucker, LLC, 1912 44th Ave E., Bradenton, FL 34203. 

941-900-1850. info@seasucker.com; www.seasucker.com; 

www.facebook.com/SeaSucker; www.instagram.com/seasucker; 

www.youtube.com/user/SeaSuckerVideos. 

 


